Theorem.
The binary form * with coefficients in the GF[pn~\,
has the absolute invariant m (2) /=II(a?-l). timpr-1.
1=0
Here and below we employ the generators ( t, X any marks +-0 ) (4) and (5) we have, respectively,
a'i = Xiai Ml,-,!), 
m).
Under the replacements (7) and (8) the function (2) is unaltered, since X" = 1 for every mark X 4= 0. Consider next the replacement (6). The first factor a% -1 is unaltered.
Then, since ( a£ -1 ) a0 = 0, (a'f -l)(a'f -l) = (a* -l)(at -1 + Aa0) = (as -l)(a? -1).
The proof may be completed by induction from i-1 to i. Let P4-II(«?-1).
J=0
Then P\ = Pi-A< -1)-P_iK -* + 50a0 + 5,a, + • • ■ + SwoH)
-P"(af-1)-Pf.
2. The absolute invariant (2) has a simple interpretation. According as a 4= 0 or a = 0, we have a" -1 = 0 or -1. Hence the form f vanishes identically if and only if 14= 0.
* We do not at present introduoe binomial coefficients CU, some of which are divisible by p for certain values of m and p.
Frequently a property expressible by a single invariant in the modular theory requires in the algebraic theory the use of a covariant or else an invariantive simultaneous system of equations.
A less obvious instance relates to the minors of the determinant of a k-ary quadratic form.
Theorem.
For m a power of p, the binary form (1) of degree m with coefficients in the GF [p"] has the absolute invariant m-l (9) p=nK-i), ?=pn-i. *=i
The proof is similar to that in § 1. We now havê .1=°
(mod^) (f=l,...,»-l), so that there is no term a0 in a\ (i = 1, • • •, m -1 ) in formulae (6).
4. An obvious invariant of y is the éliminant E of /=0, x*" = x, y*" = y.
For example, let m = 3, pn = 3. Multiply/"by xy, x2y2 and x2 in turn and reduce by means of x3 = x, y3 = y. The corresponding equations a0x + axx2y + a2xy2 + a3y = 0, (a0+ af)x2y + (a, + af)xy2 = 0, (ax + af)x2y+ (a0 + a2)xy2 = 0, a"x + (a, + afjrfy + a2xy2 = 0, have the éliminant, identical with (17) of § 9, «0«3{(«l+0!3)2-(a0+a2)2}-Evidently, E = amR, where R is the resultant of f1=a0+axy+... + amym=0, y"" = y.
By the elimination of 1, y, y2, ■ ■ -, y'~x by Sylvester's dialytic method, we obtain for R a determinant of order p" in which each element in the main diagonal is a0. The numerical factor is thereby determined so that R = af + ■ ■ ■.
Except in the simplest cases, it is more convenient to have E expressed as the product of the linear functions obtained from y by giving to x, y the p" + 1 sets of values 0,1; and 1, p, where p ranges over the marks of the fie^l:
E=amU(a0 + axP+---+ ampm), p ranging over the GF [pn] .
For the case of quadratic forms (m = 2) in the GF [pn] , simple expressions may be given to E.
For p= 2, E=a2j(-, where % is the absolute invariant given by (20) . For p > 2, E=l(Ai(*"+xx-A), A = al-4a0a2.
Note, in verification of this result, thaty, = 0 has a root in the field if, and only if, the discriminant A is zero or a square, so that E = 0 if, and only if, A(Ai(p-i)_i) = o.
For cubic forms, consider first the case p" = 32.
We define the GF [ 9 ] by the primitive irreducible congruence i2 = i + 1 (mod 3); then the marks 4= 0 are 1, i, i2, i3, and their negatives. Hence E = a0asTT, where 7T = n {(a" + ají2)2 -(axP + aj3)2} (P = i, i, <*, ¿«) = U(a20-ap2 + ßp* -alp6) (a=al + a<flt, ß = a\ + axat ).
Forming the product of the factors given by p = 1, i2, and those given by p = i, i3, we get, since ¿4 = -1, «={{< + ß)2-{< + «?}{{<-ß)2+(a\'-a)2} = (at + a\a + ß2)2 -(a\ + a20ß + a2)2.
Since a0as(a*0 -a\) = 0 in the field, are readily obtain the result :
= aoai«3 -ao«ia3 + K«,«2 -«oaî«2K -K«2 + «o«2«l + «XK + (a0axa¡ -a\a\a2+ ayx)a\+(a0as2+afc* + a\a2xa32 + a30a\a22 -ayxa2-a0al)as.
For p 4= 3, we shall employ the cubic form (40) with binomial coefficients. Then -it is the product of the functions a0 + 3axp + 3a^ + aj?, p ranging over the marks 4= 0. For p" = 2, 22, 23, the expressions for ir and E are given in § 23. For pn = 5, ir = (a¡ -a22 -a¡aty -(a2 -a\ + a^)2 = «Í -«Í + a\ -«3 + 2«oa2 -2a2«3 + 2<W2 -2a2a1a3 + 2axa22as -2a0a2xa2, so that E is given by (90).
For pn -= 7, it is convenient to set a = a2-«3» ß=axa3+2a\, 7 = -aQa2 -2a\.
Forming the product of the factors by twos, viz., those with p = ± 1, those with p = ± 2, and those with p = ± 3, we obtain the interesting result : 7r = (« + y8 + 7)(a+2/3 + 47)(a + 4/S + 27)=as+/Ss + 7s-3a#y (mod 7).
The resulting expression for E is given, by (93). of an invariant cb differ by multiples of p = p" -1.
Here and in § 6, let cb become ef> = Ddef> under every binary transformation of determinant D.
Consider the special transformation (4) in which X is a primitive root of the GF [ pn ] . In view of (7), the above general term of <p is multiplied by Xa. Hence X* = Xd, a = d (mod p.).
6. Theorem. The degrees p of the various terms of an invariant differ by multiples of p/8, where 8 is the greatest common divisor of m and p = p" -1. Further, mp -2er is a multiple of p.
For the transformation x = Xx', y = Xy', we have a'i = Xma.. Hence a term of degree p of <f> is multiplied by a."1'' , so that mp = 2d (mod p ).
7. The differential operators which annihilate an invariant are here more complicated than in the algebraic theory. This is due primarily to the fact that, in a series of powers of an arbitrary mark t of the GrP [/)"], certain terms now combine, viz., t', ti+li, ti+2li, • • •, where p = pn -1.
Since a*" = a for every mark a, we may assume that the exponent of each a. in an invariant does not exceed p. Then, for the case n = 1, we can employ Taylor's theorem for the expansion of a polynomial of degree p = p -1,
since the denominator i ! is prime to the modulus p. The case n > 1 apparently (cf. § 10) offers a theoretical difficulty ; it actually presents a difficulty from another source ( § 12). We therefore begin with examples illustrating the simpler case n = 1. 8. For the first illustrative example, consider the form (11) a0x2 + axxy+ a2y2, in which the coefficients are integers taken modulo 3. Under the transformation (3), a, and a2 receive, in view of (6), the respective increments ax=2taQ, a2 = tax + t2a0.
Let cb be a polynomial in a0, ax, a2, with exponents =2. By Taylor's theorem, In view of these, the remaining conditions reduce to A2X a0 -A,, -A02 = 0, A20a0 + A2X + Aox -A2X a20 -A02a0=Q.
From A22a0 m 0 we get A22 = r(a20 -1), where r is a constant. The term ral al al *s unaltered, by transformation (4), so that r = 0 unless ef> is an absolute invariant.
In the latter case we replace eb by <p -rl, where / is the invariant given by (2).
In either case, it remains to consider cb with A22 = 0. Under transformation (5),
This replacement must leave <p unaltered. But by A22 = 0, a2 a\ is a factor of no term of eb. Hence a, a\ is a factor of no term of </>. We may therefore set A2X = a + ßa0, A20=X + pa0 (n, /?, X, /»constants).
Similarly, by AX2 = 0, a, a\ is a factor of no term, so that Axo = 0. The above long conditions now give A02=aa0 + ßal, Aox= -a + (ß -X)a0-(a + p)a¡.
The conditions that <p shall be unaltered by (8') are p = a, A00 = k -aa0, k a constant. Hence <p= ßa20a22+ (ß -X)a0a2+ Xa2 + ßa0a2a2 + aQ + k, where (12) Q = a0a\ + a¡a2 + a\a2 + a2a0-a2-a0.
The coefficient of X is the discriminant A = a\ -a0a2, that of ß is congruent to A2 -A. As the linearly independent invariants of the quadratic form (11) modulo 3, we may take I, Q, A, A2. Now I = Q2 + A2 -1. As the independent invariants we may take Q and A.
9. Consider the binary cubic (1 )m=3 with integral coefficients modulo 3. The discriminant A and (9) give the absolute invariants
Hence there is an absolute invariant of the second degree :
In view of (6), a0 and a, are unaltered by transformation (3), while a2 and at have the respective increments 2tax and t(a0+ a2 ) + t2ax. The coefficient of t in eb' -cf> gives the annihilator ," . 2°1*H + ( «0 + «2 ) K -«Ï0HH + «1 ( «0 + «2 ) <Pai ~ «,(«"+ «, ) 4>»h, (15) + {a, + ax(a0 + a2)2}cf>a^ -ax(a0 + a2)cbalal.
By § §5, 6, the terms of an invariant eb are all of even degrees, while all are of even or all of odd weights.
Further, by (5) and (8), <p must be unaltered by the substitution
Let first the weights be even, so that by § 5, e, = e3 (mod 2) in every term of <p. Then, in view of (16) By subtracting from <p suitable multiples of P, E, A2, and /, given by (2), we may aetc = d=k = r = 0. Then (15) vanishes if and only if ra=y=0, g = q = e = h=-m, b=j = l = m.
The coefficient of m is the absolute invariant T= o* + a\ -a20a23 -a20a\ -a22a\ -a20a22 -a2xa\ + a20axa3 + a0a2a¡
Finally, when the weights are odd, the possible terms are
The conditions that (15) shall vanish are B= G = K= L==0, J= H. Hence
is the only invariant of odd weights. By § § 4, 27, the cubic form is irreducible modulo 3 if, and only if, E + 0.
The relations between T and the remaining invariants are IT=0, PT = P-I, AT=I-P+T, ET=E, T2=T.
We obtain the simpler relations* (19) by introducing W= I-P + T, viz.,
W= a2(a20a2xa2 -a2a2 -a0a2a2 + a"a2 -a2a2) + a3(-a2axa2 + a0axa2+a2ax).
Theorem. As a complete set of linearly independent invariants of the cubic form modulo 3, we may take I, P, A, A2, E, W. We require the expansion of ->¡r(a + t) in powers of ti where -^(a) is a polynomial of degree at most p=pn -1. This can be done by Taylor's theorem, the coefficient of t' being the quotient obtained algebraically by dividing ^(<)(a), all of whose coefficients are exact multiples of il, by the number i !. Similar remarks apply to Taylor's theorem for two or more variables. This must vanish identically in a2. From a, B3 = a0B3= 0 we get
The remaining condition * becomes a, Bx + a20 B2 = 0. Replacing cb hy cb -rl, where I is the absolute invariant (2), we may set B3 = 0. By (8), cb must be symmetrical in a0 and a2. Hence no term of cb contains the factor a3 or the factor a3. By § § 5, 6, the degrees p (and likewise the weights a) of the various terms of <p differ by multiples of 3, and p m er (mod 3). Let first p = a = 0. Then <p involves only the terms a3, a0 ax a2, a2 a2 a2, so that B0 = la\, Bx = ma0ax, B2= ka20a2.
Then m = k by a, Bx + a2 B2 = 0. The linearly independent invariants f are /, a3x, J= aQaxa2 + a20a2xa22.
For p = a = 1, cb involves only the terms a,, a0a\a2, a2a2, a2aja2, so that B0 = bax, Bx = ca0a2, B2 = da\ + ea\ a\.
By a, Bx + a% B2 = 0, we get d = 0, e = c. The invariants f are a, and a, </. The case p m er = 2 may be reduced to the preceding by squaring, an operation here reversible.
Hence the invariants are a\ and a\J.
*The corresponding conditions from the coefficient of £2are a!.B3 = a0.B3=0, a0Bl + alB1 -0. Thus the vanishing of the coefficient of t does not imply the vanishing of that of t2 (but does that of ¿3, viz., alB3 + a*Bt).
In this respect the case of invariants in the G-f[i>n], n> 1, appears to be in contrast to the case n = 1.
t The remaining conditions from t1 (preceding foot-note) are satisfied.
For general n, we can prove (cf. § § 4, 26) the following Theorem.
The independent invariants of the quadratic form (11) in the GF\_2n~\ may be taken to be ax (which is multiplied by the determinant of the transformation), I and the absolute invariant (20) x(«0a2<-3), where X(c) m c + c2 + C + • .
• + <T\ the last invariant being replaced by a0a2ax in the case n=l.
12. The illustrative examples employed thus far were chosen on account of their comparative simplicity.
As the order of the GF[pn~\ increases, the complexity of the computation increases very rapidly.
Certain remarks will be found to be very useful.
While, for n > 1, certain divisions are called for in the definition of an annihilator 8 (see § § 10, 11), the actual performance of the divisions can be dispensed with in the computation of 8eb. For example, in the GF [32] the result of operating on a term a\a\as2 by 1/3! 1/2! di/da3xda2 is zero unless i = 3 ,j = 2, while in the latter case the result is CaCj2alax~3a2~2.
It thus suffices to have a table* of the residues modulo 3 of the binomial coefficients Cr,(ri 8 = 8).
In view of this remark, the following permanent notations will be used for the terms of Soi, the notations not exhibiting the numerical divisors.
We shall set
In the algebraic theory cb is invariant under the special transformation (3) if, and only if, 8<f> = 0, where 8cb denotes the coefficient of t in ep' -cb. The same theorem appears to hold in the modular theory when n = 1.
In a few cases (cf. § 8), I have made a direct proof of this statement ; in very many cases I have secured indirect verification in showing that the computed functions are actually invariants.
But for n > 1 such a theorem does not hold (cf. foot-notes to § 11). However, it appears to be true that the vanishing of the coefficients of t, f, f', • • -, i*"""1 implies the vanishing of the coefficients of the remaining powers (the last one being p" -1). The importance of this conjecture as a guide in actual computations is obvious ; its effect on the explicit form of the invariant is noted in § 17.
13. Consider the quadratic form (11) in the írP [32] .
Under transformation (3), a, and a2 receive the respective increments o", = -ta0, 82 = to, + t2aQ. Expanding the powers o*2, •• •, S2, reducing the coefficients modulo 3 and the exponents by means of x9 = x, we write down by inspection (in view of the *The residues of multinomial coefficients modulo p, a prime, are obtained rapidly by means of two general theorems given in the writer's dissertation, Annals of Mathematics, ser. 1, vol. 11 (1896-7), pp. 75, 76.
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1907] UNDER MODULAR TRANSFORMATIONS 215 simple form of 8,) the coefficient (22) of t and the coefficient (23) of i3 in ep' -cb, employing the notations (21).
We may set 0,..., 8 (24) ef>= 2 Atfa}o^ ( A's functions of n" ).
Since a8 occurs only in the first term of (22) and (23), we get
Employing these to simplify the coefficient of a\ in the first four terms of (22) and that in the first three terms of (23), we get -a)Z'Aiir1-0i2Vp -o-lTiGaA^af-3. ka\a\a\ of <p is unaltered by transformation (4). Hence »i; is zero unless cb is an absolute invariant.
In the latter case, we replace cb by cb -kl, where / is the absolute invariant (2). In either case we have AK = 0. Then Ayttg = 0 (i 4= 0) implies A<i=0. For, then Aij=c(a% -1), while a%a\a{ is not a term of cb. If it were, then would a{a\a\ occur in <p since cb must be unaltered by (5) and hence by (8') of § 8, whereas Am -0(i = l,.-,8).
We next examine the coefficients of a\ in (22) and (23), then those of o2, etc. At each step we utilize the conditions previously found.
In view of the above result and the fact that the binomial coefficients Cj2 (i = 3, 4, 6, 7), (7M, C65, C1b are multiples of the modulus 3, the determination of the coefficient of a\ may be done readily by inspection.
The resulting conditions,* including the earlier ones, are : We note that each A" not in the set (25) has a non-vanishing value in at least one invariant given below.
In the notations of § 5, we have here (27) e, + 2e2 m 2e0 + e, = d (mod 8).
Consider first the absolute invariants, so that d= 0. For e, = 8, e2 = 0 or 4, we ^ave e0 = 0, 4 or 8. The value e0 = 8 is excluded, since (as shown above)
a80a\aef is not a term of <f>. Hence we may set Ast = e+/aU Am = l + ma\, AV) = X + pAi\ + va\.
* Those in set (25) and likewise the remaining ones occur approximately in the order of their determination.
Obvious simplifications have been made in the latter conditions. Certain conditions, have been omitted as being simple consequenoes of those retained.
By (27) the only further non-vanishing Ar are the following, whose values are derived at once from the non-identical conditions (26) :
A65=eao+Al<
Av=™l+fal, Am=ea*+fa¡, Aw = ea2+fa%, Ai2 = ea«+fa¡, Aa=-(fi+l)a¡-(e + m)al, A6X=-(f+l)a0-(e + m)a¡, A0i=-e+(l-fi)a* + mal
The necessary and sufficient conditions that the resulting function (24) shall be unaltered by (5) and hence by (8') are m = e, p = -e, i»=0. The independent parameters are thus e, f, I. The coefficients of I and f are A4 and A8 -A4, respectively, whei-e (28) A = a\ -a0a2
is the discriminant of the quadratic form.
The coefficient of e is Q = o«o| + ala\ -a* + %a\a\ + a3a2ar2 + a*0a\ (29) + a2a\a° + a%a\a\ + o;o*o> + ojofa, -a* + ala*.
By way of check we note here the important relations (30) Q2 + A8 -1 = I, QA = 0
Next, there is no invariant with d = 1 (mod 8). Indeed, each of the nine AH e¡¡ for which e, + 2«3 = 1 (mod 8) is zero by (25).
There is no invariant with d = 3 ; for, if so, its cube would be an invariant with d = 1. Similarly, the cases d m 1, d = 5 are excluded.
In an invariant with d m 2 (mod 8), the possible non-vanishing A., are -¿2o> An An Aa' A3> An AsNow Ai is a linear function of otf and o* by (27) .
But a50 a\ a2 is not a term of <p in view of (8'). Hence Asx = la0. Similarly, ^420 = r + sa*. Then the seven non-vanishing conditions (26) give A62=la¡, A0¡=-lal, A2i=-la*, An=-la\, AM = (I -r)o,-soj>.
The resulting function ep must be unaltered by (8') ; hence s = 0. The coefficients of r and I are A and A5 -A, respectively. By cubing, we conclude that the only invariants with d = 6 (mod 8) are the linear functions of A3 and A7. As independent invariants we may take Q and A.
14. The results of § §8, 13 on the invariants of a quadratic form in the <rP[3n], n = 1, 2, may be given a simpler form, better adapted to the extension to the case of general n. We set (31) J=Q + A2-l(tovn=l), J=Q +A*-l(îom = 2). We investigate the function J given by (35) for v =■ \ (pn -1 ). It is obviously unaltered by the substitutions (7) and (8), so that the proof of its absolute invariance f depends only upon the verification that it is unaltered by the transformation (3). Let J' denote the function (35) f The existence of an invariant independent of 1 and A follows from the canonical form theory ( §26).
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Since o0 a2 is a square or zero, o2 is a square or zero, so that a2 = 1 or 0 ; in either case J= -2. Likewise J'= -2. We have now proved the following Theorem.
The quadratic form (36) in the GF[p"], p < 2, has the absolute invariant J defined by (35) for v = \(pn -1).
We next prove the following relations, which reduce to (32) for p = 3 :
(37) JA = 0, (J+1)2 = I+1, so that, for the functions obtained from I and J by deleting their constant terms -1, the one is the square of the other. We here have (38) A=o2-o0o2, I=(a2f-l)(a2f-l)(a>-l).
Since a2v+1 = a, a simple change of summation indices gives JA = P(a0a2-a^xal+x), P m (o; + l)(o; + 1).
Then JA = 0 follows from (39) a"+ka"2+kP = (a2f^+a^k)(a2f+k+a^k)=(ak+a^k)(a\+a"2+k)=alak2P
(*>o).
To determine J2, call a the last factor, £ -1, in (35)-Then (o2; + l)2cT2 = {o2/-l + 2(a:; + l)}tT2:-(a2"-l)(a2f-l) + 2(a'2 + l)cr2, since (a2" -1 )a = 0. Modifying (a\+ I)2 similarly, we get J2-J_2(oS+l)(o|"-l)(o2--l)+2(^+l){-(a2;-l)(o2--l)+2K+lX} -7+2P{(a2-'-l)(2-o;-o2") + 2CT2}. Now a = a2f-l + ala¡ + Z, £ ■ Z «j < aî""2< > »=i a»-(a2--l) + 2(o2--l)aJa^ + a2"a22" + 2aïo2'5: + E2.
Since 2J= 2Po-, we have J2 + 2J=-/+ 2P {(a2--1)(1 -al -a\ + a\a\) + L } = 1+ 2PL, L m a-lal + 2o20"a2" + SoJ^a2"-1) + 4a'aa\Y. + E + ¿Z2-Hence (372) will follow if we show that PL = 0. In view of (39),
PL = P(3o^a2" + 5Z + 2£2)-
The second member may be shown, by means of (39), to equal P(2i»+l)(oSa$o2" + E), and hence vanishes in the 6rP[y ] , since 2i» + 1 =pn.
16. This section and the four succeeding sections will be devoted primarily to the exhibition of a remarkable absolute invariant E of degree p=p" -1 of the binary cubic form in the GF[pn~\ , and to the simple relation between E and the discriminant A of the form.
Except for the case p = 3 (cf. § 9), we shall write the form with binomial coefficients (40) a0x3+3alx2y + 3a2xy2 + a3y3.
Under transformation (3), a,, o2, o3 take the respective increments (41) S, = ta0, S2 = 2to, + fa0, 83 = 3to2 + 3<2o, + faa.
For each term ( § 5) of an absolute invariant ep we have (42) 3e0 + 2e, + e2 = rp, e, + 2e2 + 3e3 = sp (r,s integers).
The condition that the term shall be of degree p is r + s = 3. For r = 3 and r = 0, we obtain the respective terms (43) o£, a*.
The general term with r = 1 is (44) a'fa'^a'fa'f, 3ea + 2e, + e2 = ft, ex +2e2 +3e3=2p.
In view of (5), an invariant cb must be unaltered by the substitution (45) a'0=-a3, a'3 = aa, a[ = a2, d2 = -ax.
For p = 2, the signs may be taken positive. For p > 2, p is even, and hence e0, e2 ave both even or both odd.
Further, we cannot have e0 = e3 and e, = e2 in a term (44).
Hence each term (44) of cb is accompanied by another term, not of type (44), having the same coefficient as the former.
These new terms
give all the terms of cb for which r = 2, s = 1 in (42).
In all the cases, viz., for pn = 2"(n = 1, • • -, 5), 3" (n general), 5, 7, 11, 13, in which I have actually constructed an absolute invariant E of degree p =p" -1,1 find that the two terms (43) do not occur.
Excluding those terms, we have the simpler * problem : to construct an absolute invariant E whose terms are those given by (44) with suitable coefficients, and those derived by applying the substitution (a0a3)(axa2).
Since the exponent of o3 is at most §/». By (41), the powers of <S3 are complicated.
The results for the case n = 1 are very simple ; all the terms just mentioned actually occur in E.
The cubic form with coefficients modulo p, a prime, has an absolute invariant K of degree p -1 containing 2k terms, where k is the number of partitions of p -1 into 3e0 + 2e, + c2. For p = 3, E is given by (14). For p 4= 3, the results relate to the notation (40) for the cubic form.
Then, for p = 2, E = ax + o2. For p = 5, 1, 11, 13, the expressions for K foljow in that order.
The first terms in the parentheses are the terms (44), arranged so that if two terms have different exponents to a0, that with the lesser precedes, while, if the exponents of a9 are equal the term with the lesser exponent to ax precedes. The second term in any parenthesis is derived from the first by the substitution (a0a3)(axa2). 
17. For a cubic form in the GF\_pn~\ , n> 1, the invariant E of degree p = p" -1 does not involve all the terms (44). Indeed, when the multiplicative constant is suitably chosen, E is identical* with Ep, so that a term (44) from the first term ; finally, the terms derived from the preceding by the substitution (o0o3)(ii,a2), when they are distinct from the preceding.
For a cubic form in the GP[2n]
, the absolute invariant iTof degree 2" -1 contains exactly 2" terms.
We exhibit E for n = 5, arranging the terms as explained in § § 16, 17. (55) + a% a\e a% a3 + axf o, a\2 a2 + a* a2* a2 a3 + aldfa^a2 + alfa3a\a\ + a0a«a'6a| + ala\2a2a\') + (alax2*axf + dfa2a2f + a2fa2a\ + ay2a\* + al»ay3+a^fal + a2" o, a\o + a\ a* a §° + o>« a\ a\ + a» a\ a\* ), GF [32] .
For the cubic form, with coefficients in the GP[3B],
(56) a0x3 + ra,x2y+ a2xy2 + o3y!, we can determine immediately the absolute invariant E of degree 3" -1 in terms of the absolute invariant P, given by (9), and the discriminant A of (56), viz.,
In fact, the invariant E is simply the reduced form of (58) K= A^-1"2 -P + 1. Further, w = (axa2)d + a, where each term of a is of degree higher than d in one of the letters ax, a2. Indeed, if we employ either of the last two terms of A3""' the resulting term of the product it is of degree s£ 3"-1 in a, or a2. Hence the statement follows by induction from n -1 to n. It now follows that, in the complete product (59), a term is exactly of* degree 3" -1 if one of its factors is chosen from the last two terms of A3""1. Finally, in ir-(axa2f-3'-x=(axaff-i + a(axa2)2-3"-1 every term, except the first, is of degree higher than d + 2 • 3n_1 = 3" -1 in one of the letters a,, a2, and hence admits of a reduction in total degree (by means of the equation a3'=a, satisfied by every mark of the field) from 20" + 4 3-1 = 2(3" -1) to 3" -1. The exceptional first term cancels a term of -P. Hence every term in the reduced form of the absolute* invariant (58) is of degree 3" -1.
In the expansion of (59) no two terms have the same set of exponents, so that there result 3" distinct terms, no one identical with a3f~x (j = 1 or 2 ). Hence the reduced form of (58) contains exactly 3" + 1 terms.
For n = 1, they are given by (14) ; for n = 2 by (75). For n = 3, I have verified that the terms of X obey the laws stated in § 17. As these (empirical) laws were formulated from another standpoint (and in fact prior to the investigation of the present case p = 3), we have independent evidence of the validity of the conjectures.
From (57) and (58) p>2,be chosen so that the coefficient of a\a\ is a square in the field, then A and the absolute invariant Xof degree pn -1 satisfy the relation (63).
Consider next invariants
of -the cubic form (56) in the GF[3n~\. Under transformation (3), the increments to a2 and o3 are -to, and to2+ t2ax +faa, respectively, while o0 and a, are unaltered.
The case n = 1 was treated in § 9. Let here n = 2. Then the coefficients of t and t? in ep' -cb give the respective annihilators : f * If, instead of the mere verification of this theorem for the computed invariants K, we had a direct proof, it would be of decided aid to the computation.
We may compute K by means of (63) alone. For example, let j>" = 3s, and give K its necessary form (75) with the four parentheses multiplied by 1, m, «, r, respectively.
In (A5 -A ) K, we readily find that the factor of a\ is (s -r )o0ajaj-(s + m)a\a\, while the terms independent of ax and a3 are (a -l)(aj¡a" -a0oj).
Hence-m = r = » = l. In general, tjie labor of determining the high power of A would be great. We may, however, employ only the first two terms of (61) and so readily compute the terms of (63) independent of as. We thereby get the coefficients of the terms of <t> independent of as. The coefficients of the terms involving a, to the first power are then either known or else ocour in the terms involving a| ( e ä 2 ), in view of (45). The work with the annihilators is now greatly simplified.
It suffices to find the coefficients of n", •• -, oj, a\, in turn, where r is the greatest integer in 2/3 ( pn -1 ). We need only a part of the annihilators ; for instance, the derivative with respect to a3 need not be of order higher than r -2.
t We have omitted the terms (2<38), í£l, (2¡3'), »S4, (2'35), ( = 3, 4, 5, 7, 8 (which have long coefficients), since they have no effect upon a function <p satisfying (67), the binomial coefficients Cm ( i ■-2, 4, 5) being multiples of*3.
-a\a\(2>3«) + (a3a]a3 -a=)(2736) + (a^a, -a4o^)(37) + (a4«4 + a4a4) (237) + (a0a2al -o3a*)(2237) + (o3a6a2 -a4a62) (2337) + (a*a\a2 -a3a\ -a0axa\ -a\a\)(33).
We may set 0.s (66) <p= Jj B^a^a^ ( B'a functions of o0, %). *J Since a8 occurs only the first term of (64) and of (65), we get
In view of these relations, a\ occurs only in the first two terms of (64) and the first two terms of (65). The resulting sets of conditions react on each other and give the first two conditions (69) and
together with Ba&a0 = 0. From the latter and Bssax = 0 follows
Hence on replacing (p by cb -kl, when 7/ is the absolute invariant (2), we have Bgg = 0. If both P. a0 and 2?" a, vanish, then B" = err, and hence P. = 0 in view of (16).
We consider in turn the coefficients of a\, • • •, o3 in (64) and (65) and finally the terms * independent of a3 in (65). The process of writing down the two coefficients of a3 is simplified by holding in mind those of the relations (67) and (68) which have been found in the earlier steps.
The two resulting sets of conditions react on each other very considerably, and some further simplifications result from the earlier conditions.
The final results are as follows : For use in the later cases, we first determine the absolute invariants, viz., those with d=0. If P^o, = 0, then e, = 0, and hence B = 0 unless e3 = 2e2 (mod 8). Hence by (68) , (71) BX6=Baß=B^Bn=B32=BS2=0, i?76=ca30(a8-l), P52=¿a0(a8-1).
YorlBçj, c, = 7, €0= 0 or 8 ; but a\a\ does not occur in view of (16) The coefficient of I is the invariant P, given by (57). The negative of the coefficient of w is the absolute invariant of degree 8 (see § 19) :
(78) X=a\a\+aKa^al-a\a\)+a3(ala\a2-axaX)+a\+ayt-a\a\a\-a0dia2+a\. Now X= A4 -P + 1, in agreement with (58). Hence the absolute invariants are the linear functions ofI,P, W, A4, A8. The system should be closed also under multiplication.
In Thus Pw == coj. Also Bu = ral a\ • ^ut one °^ relations (69) is PMo, = Bw. Hence J5W = PM = 0. In view of relations (69) and the invariance* of ef> under (16), we readily find that the only non-vanishing B are the sixteen for which i, j range over the exponents of o2, a3 in the following invariant, the value of P. being the product öf a fixed parameter I by the coefficient of a2 a{ : a\ala\ + a8(aJo,o| -a\a\a\ -a0a¡) + a\(a\axal -aeaa3xa2) (77) + a\(-a\a\ -a0a4a!j -a7,«4, + ala\a\-ala\a2+ala\) + a32(-a0a\) + a3(a\a\ + a\a\a\ + a\a\), which equals -E3, E being given by (10). By (82), E3 = AE. The product of any two invariants can be reduced to a linear function of these 18 invariants by the application of relations (76) For n = 1, W= E2 by (19). For n = 2, we have, by (76), (82), W=WA* = E2A3.
Hence we have proved, for n=l and n = 2, the following Theorem.
The invariants of the cubic form in the 6rP [3n] are all rational integral functions of the three fundamental invariants Y = I + P, E, and the discriminant A, where I, P, E, are defined in § § 1, 3, 4.
23. For the cubic form in the GP[2n], the power 2n_1 of the discriminant a\a\ + a\a\ gives the invariant (84) D = a9a3 + axa2.
The éliminant E ( § 4) is a0a3tr, where for n = 1, 2, 3, respectively, it equals 2>" Z«? + PK + o»), 2>T: + x + /*.
X being the expression in the second parenthesis of (53), and p = axa\a3 + a9axa\al + a\axa\ + a,ya\a2 + a\a\a2a3 + a\a2a\.
Thus a0a3p = axa2X. Hence, in each case, P= DX, Xbeing given in § 18. For n = 1 or 2, every invariant is an absolute invariant. This is evident for n = 1. For n = 2, we add the congruences (70), the modulus now being + a\a3 + a\axa2 + axa2a\ + a0axa2a3, and have proved that, for n = 1, 2, every invariant is a rational integral function of D, E, R.
In particular, an expression for (2) is (87) J-(P»-1)(P>-1)(P''-1), p = 2»-l.
For n = 1, every invariant is a linear function of D, E, R, DX, DR.
Any relation between these follows from XR = 0, D2= D, X2 = X, R2 = R.
For n = 2, the 13 linearly independent invariants may be taken to be
Any relation between these (absolute) invariants follows from XE=-E, X2 = X-A2 + A*, A3X=-AP, A5 = A.
25. For the cubic form (40) with integral coefficients modulo 7, the nonabsolute invariants have d = 3 (mod 6).
Indeed, if we add the congruences (mod 6 ), analogous to (70), we find that 0 = d (mod 3 ).
The only invariants with d = 3 (mod 6) are the linear functions of E, AE, and A2E, where the éliminant P is (end of § 4) (93) E = a\(3al) + a\(2a0a\ -3a\axa2) + a\(a2al+ a^a2xa\ -3al)
+al(5aaaxa\+3a\axa2-a\a\) + a3(aaa\-2ay2-ala2a\+2ala\a2-a0a\).
The absolute invariants are functions of A, E, given by (47), and Q:
Q= al(2al) + al(6a0axa2+3a3)+at(a0al+a21al) + al (2axal+3alaxa2+4ala3) +al\ 2a\ + 4a\a\ + 3a\a\a\ + aüa\a2 -a\ + 2a%-2) +a3(a\axa\ -aaa\a\ + 2a\a\-a\axa2 + a\a\)
-alai + 2a0a2a?, + 3a"a2 + a\a\a\ + 2a\a\a2 + 2a\a\-2a\.
The sixteen linearly independent invariants of the cubic form (40) in the G F [ 7 ] may be taken to be (95) P, AP, A2P, Q, Q2, Q3, A' (i = 1, ---, 6), UE(j= 0, 1, 2,3).
Any relation between these follows from A3E=E, EQ = 0, EX=-E, Qx = 3A5-3A2-Ç, QE=0, A7=A, A4E=AE, AÇ = 2A3-2A6, A'2=P+A6+A3, P' = 2AP-2A4-2A.
The invariant (2) has the following expression :
(97) 7=Ç3 + AÎA"-P+2A6-3A3 + 1.
26. The following tables give a complete set of (non-equivalent) canonical forms of binary quadratic forms in the ffi 'f/] and the values of the independent invariants for each canonical form : (96) p > 2 (invariants, § 15). p = 2 (invariants, § 11).
Canonical.
x -vy xy License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 27. As a complète set of (non-equivalent) canonical cubic forms in the GP[»n], we may take ßC, ßxQ, ßxy(x + y), x*y, ßx3, vanishing form, where C and Q are any particular irreducible cubic and quadratic forms, e. g., C = x3 -xy2 + ry3, for a suitable value of t, and ( § 26) Q = x2-vy2 (p>2), Q^xt + xy + cy2 (p = 2); while ß = 1 if pn = 3" or 31 + 2 ; ß = 1, e, e2, if p" = 31 + 1, e being a primitive root of the field.
GF[ 2] (invariants, § 23).
£C3 -xy2 + y3
x(x2 + xy + f)
xy(x + y) x?y 28. An inspection of the tables § § 26, 27 shows that all the invariants given are necessary to characterize the canonical forms (since if one invariant is omitted, the others have equal values for some two canonical forms), and that no invariant is a rational function of the others (since any one takes different values when the others are equal). The only exception to these statements is the case of invariant E of the cubic form in the GF\_5~\; the characterization is complete without E; but the independence of P follows from the weights d ( § 24).
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